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SUMMARY The generalized Hamming weight played an important
role in coding theory. In the study of the wiretap channel of type 11, the
generalized Hamming weight was extended to a two-code format. Two
equivalent concepts of the generalized Hamming weight hierarchy and its
two-code format, are the inverse dimension/length profile (IDLP) and the
inverse relative dimension/length profile (IRDLP), respectively. In this paper, the Singleton upper bound on the IRDLP is improved by using a quotient subcode set and a subset with respect to a generator matrix, respectively. If these new upper bounds on the IRDLP are achieved, in the corresponding coordinated two-party wire-tap channel of type 11, the adversary
cannot learn more from the illegitimate party.
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1. Introduction
The generalized Hamming weight provided by Wei [3] was
widely used in communication theory and coding theory. It
was extended to a two-code format by Luo, Mitrpant, Han
Vinck, and Chen [2], in the study of the wiretap channel of
type I1 which was invented by Wyner and Ozarow [4], [5].
Two equivalent concepts of the generalized Hamming
weight hierarchy and its two-code format, are the inverse
dirnensionllength profile (IDLP) [I] and the inverse relative
dimensionllength profile (IRDLP) [2], respectively.
In this paper, we consider some upper bounds on the
IRDLP. Some preliminaries about the IDLP and the IRDLP
are introduced in Sect. 2. Section 3 provides a definition of
a quotient subcode set and calculates its cardinality.
The relations between the IDLP and the IRDLP are investigated in Sect. 4, see Theorem 2, etc. Then, by using the
quotient subcode set, the only known upper bound on the
IRDLP (the generalized Singleton bound [2]) is improved,
see Corollary 1.
Since it is not easy to calculate the upper bound in
Corollary 1, some other upper bounds are studied in Sect. 5,
see Algorithm 1 and Corollary 4. In Sect. 6, These new
bounds on the IRDLP are proved to be better than the Singleton bound.
Section 7 demonstrates that, if these bounds on the
IRDLP are achieved, the adversary cannot learn more from
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Fig. 1 A coordinated two-party wire-tap channel of type I1 when S are
leaked.

the illegitimate party in the corresponding coordinated twoparty wire-tap channel of type 11, see Fig. 1. Conclusions are
presented in Sect. 8.
A summary of this paper was presented at IWSDA'07
[6]. All of the contents after Remark 1 are complementary
materials with proofs for this full paper.
2. Preliminary
In the first part of this section, the IDLP and the IRDLP are
introduced. Then, in the second part, we consider how to
compare two sequences with each other in Definition 1 and
Definition 2, which are useful for the establishment of some
upper bounds on the IRDLP in Sect. 4 and Sect. 5.
In this paper, the linear codes are over GF(2). 0'' denotes the all-zero vector of length n. 4t> denotes the empty
set. Let J be a subset of I = {I,2, ..., n). For an [n, k] linear
code C, its projection is denoted by
Pj(C) := {PJ(c) : c = (el, c2, ...,c,)

E

C),

where P ~ ( c )=~c j if j E J , and PJ(c)j = 0 if j E I - J .
For example, P{1,2,3)(1,0,
1,0,1,0) = (1,0,1,0,0,0). The
support of C is denoted by
supp(C) := {j : there exists c E C such that c j f 0).
The inverse dimensionllength profile (IDLP) of an [n, k] linear code C, is a sequence (see [l])

where

-

ki(C) = min{dim(PJ(C)) : IJI = i).

(1)

The inverse relative dimensionllength profile (IRDLP)
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